“Thanks, Domino.”

“The Domino N610i is a phenomenal press. If I had to do it over again, I’d buy another one in a heartbeat. The service, the team, the reliability, the installation...everything just went so well. I can’t imagine how it could have gone any better.”

- Dave Kutz, VP of Operations

Why DOMINO?
• Over 35 years of inkjet experience
• Financially strong and stable
• Heavily invested in digital technology
• North American headquarters: Gurnee, IL

Why N610i?
• Highest digital PRODUCTIVITY
• Most CONSISTENT print results
• Best digital inkjet QUALITY
• SIMPLE operating model
• HIGH OPACITY white
• Prints on a WIDE RANGE of materials & substrates
• LESS labor & material WASTE
• UV inkjet provides long-lasting print DURABILITY
• Up to 246 fpm in rapid production mode / 164 fpm in high-quality mode
• Up to 7 colors; covers over 90% of the Pantone® book

VIDEO: Private brand labeling for over 14,000 SKUs and 380 brands, Misco Products discusses why they chose the Domino N610i digital UV inkjet label press.
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